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CODIMENSIONS OF POLYNOMIAL IDENTITIES OF
REPRESENTATIONS OF LIE ALGEBRAS
A. S. GORDIENKO
Abstract. Consider a representation ρ : L → gl(V ) where L is a Lie algebra and V
is a finite dimensional vector space. We prove the analog of Amitsur’s conjecture on
asymptotic behavior for codimensions of polynomial identities of ρ.
1. Introduction
In the 80’s, conjectures about the asymptotic behaviour of codimensions of polynomial
identities were made by S.A. Amitsur and A. Regev. Amitsur’s conjecture was proved in
1999 by A. Giambruno and M.V. Zaicev [1, Theorem 6.5.2] for associative algebras and
in 2002 by M.V. Zaicev [2] for finite dimensional Lie algebras. Alongside with polynomial
identities of algebras, polynomial identities of representations are also important [3, 4].
Therefore the question arises whether the conjectures hold for codimensions of represen-
tations.
Denote by F 〈X〉 the free associative algebra on the countable set X = {x1, x2, . . .},
i.e. the algebra of polynomials without a constant term in the noncommuting variables
X over a field F of characteristic 0. Let ρ : L→ gl(V ) be a linear representation of a Lie
algebra L on a vector space V over F . Let f = f(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ F 〈X〉. We say that f is
a polynomial identity of ρ if f(ρ(a1), . . . , ρ(an))v = 0 for all a1, . . . , an ∈ L, v ∈ V . The
set Id(ρ) of polynomial identities of ρ is a two-sided ideal of F 〈X〉.
Example 1. Let ρ : sl2(F )→ gl(V ) be any representation of the algebra sl2(F ). Then
St4 =
∑
σ∈S4
(sign σ)xσ(1)xσ(2)xσ(3)xσ(4) ∈ Id(ρ)
where S4 is the symmetric group on {1, 2, 3, 4}. Indeed, in order to verify a multilinear
identity it is sufficient to substitute basis elements. Since dim sl2(F ) = 3 and St4 is
alternating in 4 variables, it vanishes under all evaluations in ρ(sl2(F )).
Let Pn be the space of multilinear polynomials in the noncommuting variables x1, x2,
. . . , xn. The non-negative integer cn(ρ) = dim
Pn
Pn∩Id(ρ)
is called the nth codimension of
the representation ρ.
Another approach to polynomial identities of representations is concerned with repre-
sentations of Lie algebras in associative algebras. Let τ : L→ A0 be a Lie homomorphism
where L is a Lie F -algebra and A0 is an associative F -algebra. Let f = f(x1, . . . , xn) ∈
F 〈X〉. We say that f is a polynomial identity of τ if f(τ(a1), . . . , τ(an)) = 0 for all a1,
. . . , an ∈ L. Again, the set Id(τ) of polynomial identities of τ is a two-sided ideal of
F 〈X〉. The non-negative integer cn(τ) = dim
Pn
Pn∩Id(τ)
is called the nth codimension of the
representation τ .
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These approaches are equivalent. The first one is a partial case of the second one
with A0 = EndF (V ) and τ = ρ. The second one is a partial case of the first one since
Id(τ) = Id(ρ) where ρ : L→ glF (A0 + F · 1), ρ(a) · b = τ(a)b, a ∈ L, b ∈ A0 + F · 1.
Throughout the paper we use the first approach.
Yu.A. Bahturin has suggested to consider the analog of S.A. Amitsur’s conjecture for
representations.
Conjecture. There exists lim
n→∞
n
√
cn(ρ) ∈ Z+.
Theorem 1. Let ρ : L→ gl(V ) be a representation of a Lie algebra L on a finite dimen-
sional vector space V over a field F of characteristic 0. Then either there exist constants
C1, C2 > 0, r1, r2 ∈ R, d ∈ N such that C1nr1dn 6 cn(ρ) 6 C2nr2dn for all n ∈ N or the
equality cn(ρ) = 0 holds for all sufficiently large n.
Corollary. The analog of Amitsur’s conjecture holds for such representations.
Our proof follows the outline of the proof by M.V. Zaicev [2]. However, in many cases
we need to apply new ideas.
Codimensions of representations do not change upon an extension of the base field.
The proof is analogous to the cases of codimensions of associative [1, Theorem 4.1.9]
and Lie algebras [2, Section 2]. Thus without loss of generality we may assume F to be
algebraically closed.
Fix a Levi decomposition ρ(L) = G + R where G is a maximal semisimple subalgebra
of ρ(L) and R is the solvable radical of ρ(L). Denote by A the associative subalgebra of
EndF (V ) generated by ρ(L). Then A becomes a G-module under the natural left action
by multiplication.
Consider left associative ideals I1, I2, . . . , Ir, J1, J2, . . . , Jr, r ∈ Z+, of the algebra A
such that Jk ⊆ Ik, satisfying the conditions
(1) Ik/Jk is an irreducible A-module or dim(Ik/Jk) = 1;
(2) for any G-submodules Tk such that Ik = Jk ⊕ Tk, there exist elements q1, . . . ,
qr−1 ∈ A ∪ {1} such that T1q1T2 . . . Tr−1qr−1Tr 6= 0.
Let M be a left A-module. Denote by AnnM its annihilator in A. Let
d = d(ρ) = max
(
dim
ρ(L)
ρ(L) ∩ Ann(I1/J1) ∩ · · · ∩ Ann(Ir/Jr)
)
where the maximum is found among all r ∈ Z+ and all I1, . . . , Ir, J1, . . . , Jr satisfying
Conditions 1–2. We claim that d(ρ) coincides with d from Theorem 1.
We need several auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 1. [ρ(L), R] ⊆ J(A) where J(A) is the Jacobson radical of A.
Proof. Let V = V0 ⊇ V1 ⊇ V2 ⊇ . . . ⊇ Vt = {0} be a composition chain in V . Then
each Vi/Vi+1 is an irreducible ρ(L)-module. Denote the corresponding homomorphism by
ϕi : ρ(L)→ gl(Vi/Vi+1). Then by E. Cartan’s theorem [5, Proposition 1.4.11], ϕi(ρ(L)) is
semisimple or the direct sum of a semisimple ideal and the center of gl(Vi/Vi+1). Thus
ϕi([ρ(L), ρ(L)]) is semisimple and ϕi([ρ(L), ρ(L)]∩R) = 0. Since [ρ(L), R] ⊆ [ρ(L), ρ(L)]∩
R, we have ϕi([ρ(L), R]) = 0 and [ρ(L), R]Vi ⊆ Vi+1. Therefore the associative ideal of
A generated by [ρ(L), R] is nilpotent since a1(b11 . . . b1k1)a2(b21 . . . b2k2)a3 . . . at is a zero
operator on V for all ai ∈ [ρ(L), R] and bij ∈ ρ(L). Thus [ρ(L), R] ⊆ J(A). 
Lemma 2. There exists a subspace S ⊆ R such that R = S + ρ(L) ∩ J(A) is the direct
sum of subspaces and [G, S] = 0.
Proof. There is a natural ad-action of G on R: (ad g)a = [g, a], g ∈ G, a ∈ R. Since
ρ(L) ∩ J(A) is a submodule of R and G is semisimple, there exists a complementary G-
submodule S. Thus [G, S] ⊆ S. In virtue of Lemma 1, [G, S] ⊆ [ρ(L), R] ⊆ ρ(L) ∩ J(A).
Therefore, [G, S] = 0. 
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Lemma 3. Let M be an irreducible A-module. Then either M is an irreducible G-module
or dimM = 1. Furthermore, S acts on M by scalar operators.
Proof. Note thatM is an irreducible ρ(L)-module. By Lemma 1, [ρ(L), R] ⊆ ρ(L)∩J(A).
Therefore [ρ(L), R]M ⊆ J(A)M = 0 and, in virtue of Schur’s lemma, S ⊆ R acts by scalar
operators on M . Thus all subspaces in M invariant under the action of G are invariant
under the action of ρ(L). 
Lemma 4. Let M be an irreducible A-module. Then
Annρ(L)M = AnnGM +AnnS M + (ρ(L) ∩ J(A)).
Proof. If M is an irreducible A-module, then J(A)M = 0. Thus it is sufficient to prove
that if g + s ∈ Annρ(L)M , g ∈ G, s ∈ S, then g ∈ AnnGM and s ∈ AnnS M . Denote
ϕ : ρ(L) → gl(M). Note that sm = −gm for all m ∈ M since g + s ∈ Annρ(L)M . By
Lemma 3, s is a scalar operator on M . Therefore, g is a scalar operator on M too and
ϕ(g) belongs to the center of the semisimple algebra ϕ(G). Hence ϕ(g) = 0 and this
finishes the proof of the lemma. 
One of the main tools in the investigation of polynomial identities is provided by the
representation theory of symmetric groups. The symmetric group Sn acts on the space
Pn
Pn∩Id(ρ)
by permuting the variables. Irreducible FSn-modules are described by partitions
λ = (λ1, . . . , λs) ⊢ n and their Young diagrams Dλ. The character χn(ρ) of the FSn-
module Pn
Pn∩Id(ρ)
is called the nth cocharacter of the representation ρ. We can rewrite it
as a sum χn(ρ) =
∑
λ⊢nm(ρ, λ)χ(λ) of irreducible characters χ(λ). Let eTλ = aTλbTλ
and e∗Tλ = bTλaTλ where aTλ =
∑
π∈RTλ
π and bTλ =
∑
σ∈CTλ
(sign σ)σ, be the Young
symmetrizers corresponding to a Young tableau Tλ. Then M(λ) = FSeTλ
∼= FSe∗Tλ is an
irreducible FSn-module corresponding to a partition λ ⊢ n. We refer the reader to [1, 6, 7]
for an account of Sn-representations and their applications to polynomial identities.
2. Upper bound
Fix a composition chain of A-submodules
A = B0 % B1 % B2 % . . . % J(A) % . . . % Bθ−1 % Bθ = {0}
in the module A. Let ht a = maxa∈Bk k for a ∈ A.
Remark. If d = d(ρ) = 0, then ρ(L) ⊆ Ann(Bi−1/Bi) for all 1 6 i 6 θ and a1a2 . . . an = 0
for all ai ∈ ρ(L) and n > θ + 1. Thus cn(ρ) = 0 for all n > θ + 1. Therefore we assume
d > 0.
Let Y = {y11, y12, . . . , y1j1; y21, y22, . . . , y2j2; . . . ; ym1, ym2, . . . , ymjm}, Y1, . . . , Yq, and
{z1, . . . , zm} be subsets of {x1, x2, . . . , xn} such that Yi ⊆ Y , |Yi| = d+ 1, Yi ∩ Yj = ∅ for
i 6= j, Y ∩ {z1, . . . , zm} = ∅, ji > 0. Denote
gm,q = Alt1 . . .Altq((y11y12 . . . y1j1)z1(y21y22 . . . y2j2)z2 . . . (ym1ym2 . . . ymjm)zm)
where Alti is the operator of alternation on the variables of Yi.
Let ϕ : F 〈X〉 → A be a homomorphism induced by a substitution {x1, x2, . . . , xn} →
ρ(L). We say that ϕ is proper for gm,q if ϕ(zi) ∈ ρ(L) ∩ J(A) for 1 6 i 6 m − 1,
ϕ(zm) ∈ (ρ(L) ∩ J(A)) ∪G ∪ S, and ϕ(yik) ∈ G ∪ S for 1 6 i 6 m, 1 6 k 6 ji.
Lemma 5. Let ϕ be a proper homomorphism for gm,q. Then ϕ(gm,q) can be rewritten as a
sum of ψ(gm+1,q′) where ψ is a proper homomorphism for gm+1,q′, q
′ > q− (dimA)m− 2.
(Y ′, Y ′i , z
′
1, . . . , z
′
m+1 may be different for different terms.)
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Proof. Let αi = htϕ(zi). We will use induction on
∑m
i=1 αi. (The sum will grow.) Note
that αi 6 θ 6 dimA. Denote Ii = Bαi , Ji = Bαi+1.
First, consider the case when I1, . . . , Im, J1, . . . , Jm do not satisfy Conditions 1–2. In
this case we can choose G-submodules Ti, Ii = Ti⊕Ji, such that T1h1T2h2 . . . hm−1Tm = 0
for all hi ∈ A ∪ {1}. Rewrite ϕ(zi) = a
′
i + a
′′
i , a
′
i ∈ Ti, a
′′
i ∈ Ji. Note that ht a
′′
i >
htϕ(zi). Since gm,q is multilinear, we can rewrite ϕ(gm,q) as a sum of similar terms
ϕ˜(gm,q) where ϕ˜(zi) equals either a
′
i or a
′′
i . The term where all ϕ˜(zi) = a
′
i ∈ Ti, equals 0
since I1, . . . , Im, J1, . . . , Jm do not satisfy Conditions 1–2. For the other terms ϕ˜(gm,q) we
have
∑m
i=1 ht ϕ˜(zi) >
∑m
i=1 htϕ(zi).
Thus without lost of generality we may assume that I1, . . . , Im, J1, . . . , Jm satisfy Con-
ditions 1–2. In this case, dim(ρ(L) ∩ Ann(I1/J1) ∩ . . . ∩ Ann(Im/Jm)) > dim(ρ(L)) − d.
In virtue of Lemma 4,
ρ(L) ∩ Ann(I1/J1) ∩ . . . ∩ Ann(Im/Jm) =
G∩Ann(I1/J1)∩ . . .∩Ann(Im/Jm) + S∩Ann(I1/J1)∩ . . .∩Ann(Im/Jm) + ρ(L)∩J(A).
Choose a basis in G that includes a basis of G∩Ann(I1/J1)∩. . .∩Ann(Im/Jm) and a basis
in S that includes a basis of S∩Ann(I1/J1)∩. . .∩Ann(Im/Jm). Since gm,q is multilinear, we
may assume that only basis elements are substituted for ykℓ. Note that gm,q is alternating
in Yi. Hence, if ϕ(gm,q) 6= 0, then for every 1 6 i 6 q there exists ykℓ ∈ Yi such that either
ϕ(ykℓ) ∈ G∩Ann(I1/J1)∩. . .∩Ann(Im/Jm) or ϕ(ykℓ) ∈ S∩Ann(I1/J1)∩. . .∩Ann(Im/Jm).
Consider the case when ϕ(ykℓ) ∈ G ∩Ann(I1/J1)∩ . . .∩Ann(Im/Jm) for some ykℓ. We
can choose G-submodules Tk such that Ik = Tk⊕Jk. We may assume that ϕ(zk) ∈ Tk since
elements of Jk have greater heights. Therefore aϕ(zk) ∈ Tk∩Jk for all a ∈ G∩Ann(I1/J1)∩
. . . ∩ Ann(Im/Jm). Hence aϕ(zk) = 0. Moreover, G ∩ Ann(I1/J1) ∩ . . . ∩ Ann(Im/Jm) is
a Lie ideal of G and [G, S] = 0. Thus ϕ(yk1 . . . ykjkzk) = 0. Expanding the alternations,
we obtain ϕ(gm,q) = 0.
Consider the case when ϕ(ykℓ) ∈ S ∩Ann(I1/J1)∩ . . .∩Ann(Im/Jm) for some ykℓ ∈ Yq.
Expand the alternation Altq in gm,q and rewrite gm,q as a sum of
g˜m,q−1 = Alt1 . . .Altq−1((y11y12 . . . y1j1)z1(y21y22 . . . y2j2)z2 . . . (ym1ym2 . . . ymjm)zm).
The operator Altq may change indices, however we keep the notation ykℓ for the variable
with the property ϕ(ykℓ) ∈ S ∩Ann(I1/J1)∩ . . .∩Ann(Im/Jm). Now the alternation does
not affect ykℓ. Note that
yk1yk2 . . . ykjkzk = yk1yk2 . . . yk,ℓ−1yk,ℓ+1 . . . ykjkykℓzk+
jk∑
β=ℓ+1
yk1yk2 . . . yk,ℓ−1yk,ℓ+1 . . . yk,β−1[ykℓ, ykβ]yk,β+1 . . . ykjkzk.
In the first polynomial on the right hand side we replace ykℓzk with z
′
k and define ϕ
′(z′k) =
ϕ(ykℓ)ϕ(zk), ϕ
′(x) = ϕ(x) for other variables x. Then htϕ′(z′k) > htϕ(zk) and we can
use the inductive assumption. If ykβ ∈ Yj for some j, then we expand the alternation
Altj in this term in g˜m,q−1. If ϕ(ykβ) ∈ G, then this term is zero. If ϕ(ykβ) ∈ S, then
ϕ([ykℓ, ykβ]) ∈ ρ(L) ∩ J(A). We replace [ykℓ, ykβ] with an additional variable z
′
m+1 and
define ψ(z′m+1) = ϕ([ykℓ, ykβ]), ψ(x) = ϕ(x) for other variables x. Then the polynomial
has the desired form. In each inductive step we reduce q no more than by 1 and the
maximal number of inductive steps equals (dimA)m. This finishes the proof. 
Since the Jacobson radical is a nilpotent ideal, J(A)p = 0 for some p ∈ N.
Lemma 6. If λ = (λ1, . . . , λs) ⊢ n and λd+1 > p((dimA)p + 3) or λdim ρ(L)+1 > 0, then
m(ρ, λ) = 0.
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove that e∗Tλf ∈ Id(ρ) for every f ∈ Pn and a Young tableau
Tλ, λ ⊢ n, with λd+1 > p((dimA)p+ 3) or λdim ρ(L)+1 > 0.
Fix some basis of ρ(L) that is a union of bases of G, S, and ρ(L) ∩ J(A). Since
polynomials are multilinear, it is sufficient to substitute only basis elements. Note that
e∗Tλ = bTλaTλ and bTλ alternates the variables of each column of Tλ. Hence if we make a
substitution and e∗Tλf does not vanish, then this implies that different basis elements are
substituted for the variables of each column. But if λdim ρ(L)+1 > 0, then the length of the
first column is greater than dim ρ(L). Therefore, e∗Tλf ∈ Id(ρ).
Consider the case λd+1 > p((dimA)p+3). Let ϕ be a substitution of basis elements for
the variables x1, . . . , xn. Then e
∗
Tλ
f can be rewritten as a sum of polynomials gm,q where
1 6 m 6 p, q > p((dimA)p + 2), and zi, 1 6 i 6 m − 1, are replaced with elements of
ρ(L) ∩ J(A). (For different terms gm,q, numbers m and q, variables zi, yij, and sets Yi
can be different.) Indeed, we expand symmetrization on all variables and alternation on
the variables replaced with ρ(L) ∩ J(A). Also we expand the alternation on the set that
includes the last variable, which we denote by zm.
Applying Lemma 5 many times, we increase m. The ideal J(A) is nilpotent and
ϕ(gp+1,q) = 0 for every q and proper homomorphism ϕ. Reducing q no more than by
p((dimA)p+ 2), we obtain ϕ(e∗Tλf) = 0. 
Now we can prove
Theorem 2. If d > 0, then there exist constants C2 > 0, r2 ∈ R such that cn(ρ) 6 C2nr2dn
for all n ∈ N. In the case d = 0, the equality cn(ρ) = 0 holds for all sufficiently large n.
Proof. Lemma 6 and [1, Lemmas 6.2.4, 6.2.5] imply∑
m(ρ,λ)6=0
dimM(λ) 6 C3n
r3dn (1)
for some constants C3, r3 > 0. Denote by Id(A) ⊆ F 〈X〉 the ideal of polynomial identities
of the associative algebra A. Let χn(A) = χ
(
Pn
Pn∩Id(A)
)
=
∑
λm(A, λ)χ(λ). Then Id(A) ⊆
Id(ρ) and m(ρ, λ) 6 m(A, λ) 6 C4n
r4 for some C4, r4 > 0 by [1, Lemma 4.9.2]. Together
with (1) this implies the upper bound. 
3. Lower bound
By the definition of d, there exist left associative ideals I1, I2, . . . , Ir, J1, J2, . . . , Jr,
r ∈ Z+, of the algebra A, satisfying Conditions 1–2, Jk ⊆ Ik, such that
d = dim
ρ(L)
ρ(L) ∩Ann(I1/J1) ∩ · · · ∩ Ann(Ir/Jr)
.
We consider the case d > 0.
Without loss of generality we may assume that
ρ(L) ∩
r⋂
k=1
Ann(Ik/Jk) 6= ρ(L) ∩
r⋂
k=1,
k 6=ℓ
Ann(Ik/Jk)
for all 1 6 ℓ 6 r. In particular, ρ(L) has nonzero action on each Ik/Jk.
Our aim is to present a partition λ ⊢ n with m(ρ, λ) 6= 0 such that dimM(λ) has
the desired asymptotic behavior. We will glue alternating polynomials constructed by
Yu.P. Razmyslov’s theorem from faithful irreducible modules over reductive algebras. In
order to do this, we have to choose the reductive algebras.
Lemma 7. There exist Lie ideals G1, . . . , Gr in G and elements a1, . . . , ar ∈ S (some of
ai and Gj may be zero) such that
(1) G1 + . . .+Gr = G1 ⊕ . . .⊕Gr;
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(2) 〈a1, a2, . . . , ar〉F = 〈a1〉F ⊕ . . .⊕ 〈ar〉F ;
(3)
r∑
k=1
(dim(Gk ⊕ 〈ak〉F ) = d;
(4) Ik/Jk is a faithful Gk ⊕ 〈ak〉F -module;
(5) GiIk/Jk = aiIk/Jk = 0 for i > k.
Proof. Consider Nℓ = ρ(L) ∩
ℓ⋂
k=1
Ann(Ik/Jk), 1 6 ℓ 6 r, N0 = ρ(L). Since G is
semisimple, we can choose such ideals Gℓ that Nℓ−1 ∩ G = Gℓ ⊕ (Nℓ ∩ G). Note that
dim(S/AnnS(Iℓ/Jℓ)) 6 1 since S acts by scalar operators by Lemma 3. Thus we can
choose elements aℓ such that Nℓ−1 ∩ S = 〈aℓ〉F ⊕ (Nℓ ∩ G). Hence Properties 1, 2, 4, 5
hold. By Lemma 4, Nk = Nk ∩G+Nk ∩ S + ρ(L) ∩ J(A). Therefore,
Nℓ−1 = Gℓ +Nℓ ∩G + 〈aℓ〉F +Nℓ ∩ S + ρ(L) ∩ J(A) = (Gℓ + 〈aℓ〉F ) +Nℓ
(direct sum of subspaces) and Property 3 holds. 
Lemma 8. For every 1 6 i 6 r there exists a decomposition ai = bi + ci such that ci ∈ A
acts as a diagonalizable operator on A and bi ∈ J(A). Furthermore, elements ci commute
with each other and bi and ci are polynomials in a1, . . . , ar.
Proof. The solvable Lie algebra R + J(A) acts on the algebra A˜ = A + F · 1 by left
multiplication. In virtue of the Lie theorem, there exists a basis in A˜ in which all the
operators from R + J(A) have upper triangular matrices. Denote the corresponding
embedding A →֒ Mm(F ) by ψ. Here m = dim A˜.
Let A1 be the associative algebra generated by a1, . . . , ar. Since ψ(R) ⊆ tm(F ), we have
ψ(A1) ⊆ UTm(F ). Here UTm(F ) is the associative algebra of upper triangular matrices
m×m. There is a decomposition UTm(F ) = Fe11 + Fe22 + · · ·+ Femm +N where N =
〈eij | 1 6 i < j 6 m〉F is a nilpotent ideal. Thus there is no subalgebras in A1 isomorphic
to M2(F ) and, by the Wedderburn — Malcev theorem, A1 = Fe1+ · · ·+Fet+J(A1) (the
direct sum of subspaces) for some idempotents ei ∈ A1. Denote for every ai its component
in J(A1) by bi and its component in Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fet by ci. Note that ei are commuting
diagonalizable operators. Thus they have a common basis of eigenvectors in A˜ and ci are
commuting diagonalizable operators too.
We claim that the space J(A1) + J(A) generates a nilpotent ideal I in A. First,
ψ(J(A1)), ψ(J(A)) ⊆ UTm(F ) and consist of nilpotent elements. Thus, the corresponding
matrices have zero diagonal elements and ψ(J(A1)), ψ(J(A)) ⊆ N . Denote Nk = 〈eij |
i+ k 6 j〉F ⊆ N . Then
N = N1 % N2 % . . . % Nm−1 % Nm = {0}.
Let htN a = k if ψ(a) ∈ Nk, ψ(a) /∈ Nk+1.
Recall that (J(A))p = 0. We claim that Im+p = 0. The space Im+p is a span of
h1j1h2j2 . . . jm+phm+p+1 where jk ∈ J(A1)∪J(A) and hk ∈ A∪{1}. If at least p elements
jk belong to J(A), then the product equals 0. Thus we may assume that at least m
elements jk belong to J1(A).
Let ji ∈ J(A1), hi ∈ A∪{1}. We prove by induction on ℓ that j1h1j2h2 . . . hℓ−1jℓ can be
expressed as a sum of j˜1j˜2 . . . j˜αj
′
1j
′
2 . . . j
′
βa where j˜i ∈ J(A1), j
′
i ∈ J(A), a ∈ A∪ {1}, and
α+
∑β
i=1 htN j
′
i > ℓ. Indeed, suppose that j1h1j2h2 . . . hℓ−2jℓ−1 can be expressed as a sum
of j˜1j˜2 . . . j˜γj
′
1j
′
2 . . . j
′
κa where j˜i ∈ J(A1), j
′
i ∈ J(A), a ∈ A˜, and γ +
∑κ
i=1 htN j
′
i > ℓ− 1.
Then j1h1j2h2 . . . jℓ−1hℓ−1jℓ is a sum of
j˜1j˜2 . . . j˜γj
′
1j
′
2 . . . j
′
κahℓ−1jℓ = j˜1j˜2 . . . j˜γj
′
1j
′
2 . . . j
′
κ[ahℓ−1, jℓ] + j˜1j˜2 . . . j˜γj
′
1j
′
2 . . . j
′
κjℓ(ahℓ−1).
Note that, in virtue of the Jacobi identity and Lemma 1, [ahℓ−1, jℓ] ∈ J(A). Thus it is
sufficient to consider only the second term in the right hand side. However
j˜1j˜2 . . . j˜γj
′
1j
′
2 . . . j
′
κjℓ(ahℓ−1) = j˜1j˜2 . . . j˜γjℓj
′
1j
′
2 . . . j
′
κ(ahℓ−1)+
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κ∑
i=1
j˜1j˜2 . . . j˜γj
′
1j
′
2 . . . j
′
i−1[j
′
i, jℓ]j
′
i+1 . . . j
′
κ(ahℓ−1).
Since [j′i, jℓ] ∈ J(A) and htN [j
′
i, jℓ] > 1 + htN j
′
i, all the terms have the desired form.
Therefore,
j1h1j2h2 . . . jm−1hm−1jm ∈ ψ
−1(Nm) = {0},
Im+p = 0, and
J(A) ⊆ J(A1) + J(A) ⊆ I ⊆ J(A).
In particular, bi ∈ J(A1) ⊆ J(A). 
Lemma 9. There exist complementary subspaces Ik = T˜k ⊕ Jk such that
(1) T˜k is an irreducible G⊕ 〈c1, . . . , cr〉F -submodule;
(2) ci acts on each T˜k as a scalar operator;
(3) T˜k is a faithful Gk ⊕ 〈ck〉F -module. Moreover,
r∑
k=1
dim(Gk ⊕ 〈ck〉F ) = d;
(4) GiT˜k = ciT˜k = 0 for i > k.
Proof. The elements ci are diagonalizable on A and commute. Therefore, an eigenspace
of any ci is invariant under the action of other ck. Using induction, we split A =
⊕α
i=1Wi
where Wi are intersections of eigenspaces of ck and elements ck act as scalar operators on
Wi. In virtue of Lemma 1 and the Jacobi identity, [ci, G] = 0. Thus Wi are G-submodules
and A is a completely reducible G⊕ 〈c1, . . . , cr〉F -module. Therefore, for every Jk we can
choose a complementary G ⊕ 〈c1, . . . , cr〉F -submodules T˜k in Ik. Then T˜k ∼= Ik/Jk is an
irreducible G-module by Lemma 3. Property 1 is proven.
By Lemma 3, for every ai there exists γ ∈ F such that for every h ∈ Ik we have
aih = γh + j where j ∈ Jk. Thus cih = aih − bih = γh + (j − bih) where j − bih ∈ Jk.
However, cih ∈ T˜k for h ∈ T˜k, and j − bih = 0. Property 2 is proven.
By Lemma 7, each Ii/Ji is a faithful Gi ⊕ 〈ai〉F -module and either ai = 0 or ai acts
on Ii/Ji by a nonzero scalar operator. Thus either ai = ci = 0 or ai 6= 0 and ci 6= 0
acts on T˜i by a nonzero scalar operator that belongs to the center of EndF T˜i. Since all
homomorphic images of Gi have zero center, each T˜i is a faithful Gi ⊕ 〈ci〉F -module and
dim(Gk ⊕ 〈ck〉F ) = dim(Gk ⊕ 〈ak〉F ). Property 3 is proven.
Property 4 is a consequence of Property 5 of Lemma 7. 
Lemma 10. Let M be a finite dimensional irreducible module over a semisimple Lie
algebra G and G˜ be a Lie ideal of G such that M is a faithful G˜-module. Then there exist
faithful irreducible G˜-submodules M˜i ⊆M such that M = M˜1 ⊕ M˜2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ M˜k.
Proof. There exists a semisimple ideal G¯ such that G = G˜ ⊕ G¯. By [5, Proposition
7.3.1’], M ∼= M˜ ⊗ M¯ for some irreducible G˜-module M˜ and irreducible G¯-module M¯ . Let
m1, . . . , mk be basis elements of M¯ . Then M = (M˜ ⊗m1)⊕ (M˜ ⊗m2)⊕ · · · ⊕ (M˜ ⊗mk)
is the direct sum of irreducible G˜-modules. These submodules are faithful since M is
faithful. 
By Condition 2 of the definition of d(ρ), there exist elements q1, . . . , qr−1 ∈ A ∪ {1}
such that T˜1q1T˜2 . . . T˜r−1qr−1T˜r 6= 0. Choose ni ∈ Z+ with the maximal
r−1∑
i=0
ni such that(
n0∏
k=1
j0k
)
T˜1q1
(
n1∏
k=1
j1k
)
T˜2 . . . qr−1
(
nr−1∏
k=1
jr−1,k
)
T˜r 6= 0
for some jik ∈ J(A). Denote (qi
∏ni
k=1 jik) again by qi for 1 6 i 6 r − 1 and
∏n0
k=1 j0k by
q0. Then qi ∈ A ∪ {1} and
q0T˜1q1T˜2 . . . T˜r−1qr−1T˜r 6= 0,
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but
q0T˜1q1T˜2 . . . T˜k−1qk−1(jT˜k)qkT˜k+1 . . . T˜r−1qr−1T˜r = 0 (2)
for all j ∈ J(A) and 1 6 k 6 r.
By Lemma 10, for every k we can choose a faithful irreducible Gk ⊕ 〈ck〉F -submodule
Tk ⊆ T˜k such that
q0T1q1T2 . . . Tr−1qr−1Tr 6= 0. (3)
Lemma 11. Let ϕ :
⊕r
i=1(Gi ⊕ 〈ai〉) →
⊕r
i=1(Gi ⊕ 〈ci〉) be the isomorphism defined by
formulas ϕ(g) = g for all g ∈ Gi and ϕ(ai) = ci. Let fi be multilinear polynomials and
h
(i)
1 , . . . , h
(i)
ni ∈
⊕r
k=1(Gk ⊕ 〈ak〉F ), ti ∈ T˜i be some elements. Then
q0 f1(h
(1)
1 , . . . , h
(1)
n1
) t1 q1 f2(h
(2)
1 , . . . , h
(2)
n2
) t2 . . . qr−1 fr(h
(r)
1 , . . . , h
(r)
nr
) tr =
q0 f1(ϕ(h
(1)
1 ), . . . , ϕ(h
(1)
n1
)) t1 q1 f2(ϕ(h
(2)
1 ), . . . , ϕ(h
(2)
n2
)) t2
. . . qr−1 fr(ϕ(h
(r)
1 ), . . . , ϕ(h
(r)
nr
)) tr.
In other words, we can replace ai with ci and the result does not change.
Proof. We rewrite ai = bi + ci = bi + ϕ(ai) and use the multilinearity of fi. By (2), terms
with bi vanish. 
Let mk 6 n where m, k, n ∈ N are some numbers. Denote by Qm,k,n ⊆ Pn the sub-
space spanned by all polynomials that are alternating in k disjoint subsets of variables
{xi1, . . . , x
i
m} ⊆ {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, 1 6 i 6 k.
We need the following theorem [3, Remark 12.1].
Theorem 3 (Yu.P. Razmyslov). Let B be a reductive Lie algebra over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero, and let dimB = m. Let τ : B →֒ U be an embedding of
B to a simple associative algebra U generated by τ(B), with a nonzero center. Then there
exist k and a multilinear polynomial f ∈ Qm,k,mk\ Id(τ) such that f(τ(p1), . . . , τ(pmk))
belongs to the center of U for all pi ∈ B.
Lemma 12. If d 6= 0, then there exist numbers k, n0 ∈ N such that for every n > n0 there
exist disjoint subsets X1, . . . , Xkℓ ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}, ℓ =
[
n−n0
kd
]
, |X1| = . . . = |Xkℓ| = d and
a polynomial f ∈ Pn\ Id(ρ) alternating on the variables of each set Xj.
Proof. Recall that each Ti is a faithful irreducible Gi ⊕ 〈ci〉F -module. Denote by τi the
embedding Gi ⊕ 〈ci〉 →֒ EndF (Ti). In virtue of the density theorem [8, Section 4.3], the
space τi(Gi ⊕ 〈ci〉) generates EndF (Ti) as an associative algebra. The center of EndF (Ti)
is a linear span of its unit idTi. In virtue of Theorem 3, for some ki ∈ N there exists a
multilinear polynomial fi ∈ Qdi,ki,kidi\ Id(ρi), di = dim(Gi⊕ 〈ci〉), satisfying the following
property. If we substitute any elements from τi(Gi⊕ 〈ci〉) for the variables of fi, then the
result belongs to the center of EndF (Ti). Therefore, τi(fi(h
(i)
1 , . . . , h
(i)
diki
)) = idTi for some
h
(i)
β ∈ Gi ⊕ 〈ci〉F and fi(h
(i)
1 , . . . , h
(i)
diki
)ti = ti for all ti ∈ Ti. We can consider products of
several copies of fi in different variables and assume that k1 = k2 = . . . = kr = k.
Equation (3) implies that
b := q0t1q1t2 . . . qr−1tr 6= 0 (4)
for some ti ∈ Ti. Fix these ti. Note that qi are sums of qi1 . . . qiθi and ti are sums of
ti1 . . . tiξi where θi > 0, ξi > 0 and qik, tik ∈ ρ(L). Denote the maximal θi by ηi and the
maximal ξi by ζi. Let n0 =
∑r
i=1(ηi−1 + ζi), ℓ =
[
n−n0
kd
]
, and α =
[
n−ℓkd
kd1
]
+ 1.
Consider the polynomial f˜ (α) = w0f
α
1 f˜ where
f˜ = (f ℓ1z1)w1(f
ℓ
2z2)w2(f
ℓ
3z3) . . . (f
ℓ
r−1zr−1)wr−1(f
ℓ
rzr).
Here the variables of all copies of fi are different and f
(α) is a multilinear polynomial of
degree ℓkd+ 2r + αkd1.
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Let wi = qi, zi = ti. Equation (4) and the choice of fi imply that if we replace the
variables of fi with h
(i)
β , then the value of f˜
(α) equals b. Denote this substitution of
elements by ∆.
Each copy of fi, 1 6 i 6 r, is alternating on disjoint sets X
i,j
1 , . . . , X
i,j
k where |X
i,j
1 | =
. . . = |X i,jk | = di and 1 6 j 6 ℓ is the number of the copy of fi in f˜ . Denote X(j−1)k+v =∐r
i=1X
i,j
v for 1 6 j 6 ℓ, 1 6 v 6 k. Then |Xj| = d. Consider the polynomial f
(α) =
w0f
α
1 Alt1 . . .Altkℓ f˜ where the operator Altj alternates a polynomial on the variables of
Xj. We claim that f
(α) does not vanish under the substitution ∆.
Note that the alternation does not change zi. Thus Property 4 of Lemma 9 implies
that all the terms of alternation in which variables from X i,jv are put on the places of
variables from X i
′,j
v , i > i
′, vanish. Hence we may consider only those terms where X i,jv
are invariant. Recall that each fi is alternating on X
i,j
v . Thus the result of the substitution
∆ for the variables of f (α) equals (d1!d2! . . . dr!)
kℓ b 6= 0. Moreover, by Lemma 11, it is not
important whether we replace the variables of fi with ai or ci. Now we assume that all
the variables of fi are replaced with elements from Gi ⊕ 〈ai〉.
Now we rewrite qi as sums of qi1 . . . qiθi and ti as sums of ti1 . . . tiξi where 0 6 θi 6 ηi,
0 < ξi 6 ζi and qik, tik ∈ ρ(L). Using the linearity of f
(α) in wi and ti, we obtain that
f (α) does not vanish under some substitution wi = qi1 . . . qiθi and zi = ti1 . . . tiξi . Now we
replace wi in f˜ with yi1 . . . yiθi (or remove wi if θi = 0) and zi with vi1 . . . viξi . Denote the
polynomial obtained by fˆ . Then
fˆ (α) = y01 . . . y0θ0f
α
1 Alt1 . . .Altkℓ fˆ
is a multilinear polynomial of degree
ℓkd+ αkd1 +
r∑
i=1
(θi−1 + ξi)
and fˆ (α) /∈ Id(ρ). Note that ℓkd 6 deg fˆ 6 n0 + ℓkd 6 n and deg fˆ
(α) > ℓkd+ αkd1 > n.
Expand the first α copies of f1 in fˆ
(α). At least one of the polynomials obtained is not
a polynomial identity. Denote it by g(α). Remove
(
deg fˆ (α) − n
)
initial variables in g(α)
and denote the polynomial obtained by f . Then
f = u1u2 . . . u(n−deg fˆ) Alt1 . . .Altkℓ fˆ ∈ Pn\ Id(ρ)
satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 12. Here ui are some variables from {x1, x2, . . . , xn}.

Lemma 13. Let k, n0, ℓ be the numbers from Lemma 12. Then for every n > n0 there
exists a partition λ = (λ1, . . . , λs) ⊢ n, λi > kℓ−C for every 1 6 i 6 d, with m(ρ, λ) 6= 0.
Here C = p((dimA)p+ 3)((dim ρ(L))− d).
Proof. Consider the polynomial f from Lemma 12. It is sufficient to prove that e∗Tλf /∈
Id(ρ) for some tableau Tλ of a desired shape λ. It is known that FSn =
⊕
λ,Tλ
FSne
∗
Tλ
where the summation runs over the set of all standard tableax Tλ, λ ⊢ n. Thus FSnf =∑
λ,Tλ
FSne
∗
Tλ
f 6⊆ Id(ρ) and e∗Tλf /∈ Id(ρ) for some λ ⊢ n. We claim that λ is of a desired
shape. It is sufficient to prove that λd > kℓ− C, since λi > λd for every 1 6 i 6 d. Each
row of Tλ includes numbers of no more than one variable from each Xi, since e
∗
Tλ
= bTλaTλ
and aTλ is symmetrizing the variables of each row. Thus
∑d−1
i=1 λi 6 ℓk(d−1)+(n−ℓkd) =
n− ℓk. In virtue of Lemma 6,
∑d
i=1 λi > n− C. Therefore λd > ℓk − C. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The Young diagram Dλ from Lemma 13 contains the rectangular
subdiagram Dµ, µ = (kℓ− C, . . . , kℓ− C︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
). The branching rule for Sn implies that if
we consider a restriction of Sn-action on M(λ) to Sn−1, then M(λ) becomes the direct
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sum of all non-isomorphic FSn−1-modules M(ν), ν ⊢ (n− 1), where each Dν is obtained
from Dλ by deleting one box. In particular, dimM(ν) 6 dimM(λ). Applying the rule
(n−d(kℓ−C)) times, we obtain dimM(µ) 6 dimM(λ). By the hook formula, dimM(µ) =
(d(kℓ−C))!∏
i,j hij
where hij is the length of the hook with edge in (i, j). By Stirling formula,
dimM(µ) >
(d(kℓ− C))!
((kℓ− C + d)!)d
∼
√
2πd(kℓ− C)
(
d(kℓ−C)
e
)d(kℓ−C)
(√
2π(kℓ− C + d)
(
kℓ−C+d
e
)kℓ−C+d)d ∼ C5ℓr5ddkℓ
as ℓ → ∞ for some constants C5 > 0, r5 ∈ Q. Since ℓ =
[
n−n0
kd
]
, this gives the lower
bound. The upper bound has been proved in Theorem 2. 
4. Examples
Example 2. Let ρ : L→ gl(V ) be a finite dimensional representation of a Lie algebra L
over a field F . If ρ(a) is a nilpotent operator for any a ∈ L, then cn(ρ) = 0 for n > dimV .
Conversely, if cn(ρ) = 0 for some n ∈ N, then ρ(L) generates a nilpotent associative
subalgebra A in EndF (V ).
Proof. Suppose L acts on V by nilpotent operators. One of the variants of the Engel
theorem [9, Corollary from Theorem 3.3] implies that there exists a basis in V in which
all the operators ρ(a), a ∈ L, have strictly upper triangular matrices. The associative
algebra of strictly upper triangular matrices is nilpotent and ρ(a1)ρ(a2) . . . ρ(an) = 0 in
EndF (V ) for all ai ∈ L and n > dimV . Thus cn(ρ) = 0.
Suppose cn(ρ) = 0 for some n ∈ N. Then ρ(a1)ρ(a2) . . . ρ(an) = 0 for all ai ∈ L. Hence
An = 0. 
Example 3. Let ρ : L → gl(V ) be a finite dimensional irreducible representation of a
Lie algebra L over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic 0. Then there exist
constants C > 0, r ∈ R such that
Cnr(dim ρ(L))n 6 cn(ρ) 6 (dim V )
2(dim ρ(L))n for all n ∈ N.
Proof. Consider polynomials as n-linear maps from ρ(L) to EndF V . Then we have the
natural map Pn → HomF ((ρ(L))
⊗n; EndF V ) with the kernel Pn ∩ Id(ρ) that leads to the
embedding
Pn
Pn ∩ Id(ρ)
→֒ HomF ((ρ(L))
⊗n; EndF V ).
Thus
cn(ρ) = dim
(
Pn
Pn ∩ Id(ρ)
)
6 dimHomF ((ρ(L))
⊗n; EndF V ) = (dimV )
2(dim ρ(L))n
and we obtain the upper bound. Hence d(ρ) 6 dim ρ(L). Since V is an irreducible
L-module, V is an irreducible A-module. The density theorem [8, Section 4.3] implies
A = EndF (V ) ∼= Mk(F ), k = dimV.
Let I = 〈e11, e21, . . . , ek1〉 ⊆ A and J = 0. Then I is a minimal left ideal of A and I/J is
a faithful irreducible A-module. Thus Ann(I/J) = 0 and
dim(ρ(L)/(ρ(L) ∩ Ann(I/J))) = dim(ρ(L)).
Hence d(ρ) > dim(ρ(L)). This yields the lower bound. 
Example 4. Let ρ : L→ gl(V ) be a finite dimensional completely reducible representation
of a Lie algebra L over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic 0, i.e.
V =
s⊕
i=1
ki⊕
j=1
Vij
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where each Vij is irreducible and Vij ∼= Vkl if and only if i = k. Denote ρij : L → gl(Vij),
ρij(a) = ρ(a)
∣∣
Vij
, 1 6 i 6 s, 1 6 j 6 ki, a ∈ L. Denote
d = max
16i6s,
16j6ki
(dim ρij(L)) .
Then there exist constants C1, C2 > 0, r1, r2 ∈ R such that
C1n
r1dn 6 cn(ρ) 6 C2n
r2dn for all n ∈ N.
Proof. Let A be the associative subalgebra of EndF (V ) generated by ρ(L). Note that
∆ = EndA(V ) ∼= Mk1(F )⊕ . . .⊕Mks(F ).
Indeed, denote by ϕij the isomorphism Vij → Vi1 and by pij the projection V → Vij .
Let ψ ∈ ∆. Then by Schur’s lemma ϕkℓpkℓψϕ
−1
ij : Vi1 → Vk1 is a scalar operator
for i = k and is a zero operator for i 6= k. Define α
(i)
ℓj (ψ) ∈ F by the formula
ϕiℓpiℓψϕ
−1
ij (a) = α
(i)
ℓj (ψ)a for all a ∈ Vi1. Then Φ: ∆ → Mk1(F ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ Mks(F ),
Φ(ψ) =
(
(α
(1)
ℓj (ψ)), (α
(2)
ℓj (ψ)), . . . , (α
(s)
ℓj (ψ))
)
, is an isomorphism and
Φ−1
(
(β
(1)
ℓj ), (β
(2)
ℓj ), . . . , (β
(s)
ℓj )
)
=
s∑
i=1
ki∑
j,ℓ=1
β
(i)
ℓj ϕ
−1
iℓ ϕijpij.
Here (β
(i)
ℓj ) ∈ Mki(F ) are arbitrary matrices.
By the density theorem [8, Section 4.3], A = End∆(V ). Thus
A = End∆(V ) ∼= EndF (V11)⊕ EndF (V21)⊕ . . .⊕ EndF (Vs1)
where (ψ1, . . . , ψs) acts on Vij by the operator ϕ
−1
ij ψiϕij . Indeed, every operator ψ ∈
End∆(V ) must commute with pij ∈ ∆. Hence Vij are invariant under ψ. Moreover, ψ
must commute with ϕ−1ij ϕiℓpiℓ. Therefore,
ψ(ϕ−1ij ϕiℓpiℓ) = (ϕ
−1
ij ϕiℓpiℓ)ψ,
ϕij(ψϕ
−1
ij ϕiℓpiℓ)ϕ
−1
iℓ = ϕij(ϕ
−1
ij ϕiℓpiℓψ)ϕ
−1
iℓ
and ϕijψϕ
−1
ij = ϕiℓψϕ
−1
iℓ for all 1 6 i 6 s, 1 6 j, ℓ 6 ki. We obtain the isomorphism
Ξ: A→ EndF (V11)⊕ EndF (V21)⊕ . . .⊕ EndF (Vs1),
Ξ(ψ) = (ψ
∣∣
V11
, ψ
∣∣
V21
, . . . , ψ
∣∣
Vs1
).
If I is a left ideal in A, then I = I1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Is where Ξ(Ii) is a left ideal in EndF (Vi1).
Consider arbitrary left ideals I1, . . . , Ir, J1, . . . , Jr of A that satisfy Conditions 1–2. There
exist numbers 1 6 i1, . . . , ir 6 s such that Ik = I˜k ⊕ Iˆk, Jk = J˜k ⊕ Iˆk where I˜k and
J˜k are left ideals of Ξ
−1(EndF (Vik1)) and Iˆk is a left ideal of Ξ
−1
(⊕
ℓ 6=ik
EndF (Vℓ1)
)
.
Hence Ann(Ik/Jk) = Ξ
−1
(⊕
ℓ 6=ik
EndF (Vℓ1)
)
. Thus Ann(Ik/Jk) ∩ ρ(L) = ker ρik1 and
dim(ρ(L)/(Ann(Ik/Jk) ∩ ρ(L))) = dim ρik1(L). Choose A-submodules Tk such that I˜k =
Tk ⊕ J˜k. If ik 6= iℓ for some k and ℓ, then T1q1T2 . . . Tr−1qr−1Tr = 0 for all q1, . . . ,
qr−1 ∈ A ∪ {1}. Thus i1 = . . . = ir and d(ρ) = max16i6s,
16j6ki
dim ρij(L). By Theorem 1 we
obtain the bounds. 
Example 5. Let ρ : L → gl(V ) be a non-trivial finite dimensional representation of a
simple Lie algebra L over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic 0. Then there
exist constants C1, C2 > 0, r1, r2 ∈ R such that
C1n
r1(dimL)n 6 cn(ρ) 6 C2n
r2(dimL)n for all n ∈ N.
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Proof. By the Weyl theorem, ρ is completely reducible. Let ρi : L→ gl(Vi) be the corre-
sponding irreducible representations. Then Example 4 implies that
d(ρ) = max
16i6s
dim ρi(L) = dimL.

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